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Message from Ambassador Jean-Jacques de Dardel
Dear Swiss citizens and friends of Switzerland,

Ambassador Jean
Jacques de Dardel

We have made a great start to the Sino-Swiss Tourism Year! As many of
you are aware, this initiative was launched during Chinese President Xi
Jinping's state visit to Switzerland in January. ln testimony to the strength of
Sino-Swiss ties, this year is expected to see more in-depth exchanges in
tourism, winter sports and people-ta-people exchanges.

welcomes you to join
the Sino-Swiss Tourism

President Xi's historie state visit to Switzerland had him meet with Swiss
President Doris Leuthard. The two leaders exchanged extensive views and
witnessed the signature of 10 agreements to accelerate collaboration in
different fields. President Leuthard also accepted President Xi's invitation to attend the Belt and
Road Forum for International Cooperation in May in Beijing. She will be bringing Swiss experience
and technology know-how into the fledgling China-led initiative.
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Since President Xi's visit, high-level exchanges between Switzerland and China have continued.
Federal Councillor Guy Parmelin, Minister of Defence, Civil Protection and Sports, has recently
visited China and had substantial discussions with his Chinese counterparts. Faderai Councillor
Ueli Maurer, our Finance Minister, is set to visit China in mid-April with a delegation of Swiss
bankers and regulators. Meeting with representatives from Chinese banking and financial
industries, as well as Chinese entrepreneurs, should further strengthen our close collaboration in
finance and the economy.
These visits will help pave the way for ever more meaningful bilateral relations. Our shared
aspirations build our bright future, inspiring us to achieve more together. lt is in this spirit of joint
accomplishment that l look forward to working more closely with our Chinese counterparts.
ln terms of trade and economy, the Swiss Embassy continues to attract domestic businesses to
China and facilitate overseas investment opportunities for Chinese companies. ln February, we
organized a fact-finding mission for Swiss winter sports companies to 2022 Winter Olympics sites
in China. By promoting these companies' products and exchanging knowledge with Chinese
authorities, we create substantial opportunities for mutual benefit.
http://mw.weaver.ch/f/view.aspx?1EEFD2E32FCECEB3F2E1FE5F3352E1EE4F43939FCE5F532361D42BCFOD
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